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Dear Jina, 
You will 
not die. 
Your name 
becomes 
a symbol.

Written on the grave of 
Jina (Mahsa) Amini.
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After the killing of Jina (Mahsa) Amini, a Kurdish girl from Saqez, who 
was arrested by so called morality police on September 13, 2022, Her body 
was handed over to her family on September 16, 2022.

After the assassination of Jina Amini, demonstrations and strikes began in Kurdistan and 
later throughout Iran against the killing of this Kurdish girl under the slogan of (Jin Jîyan 
Azadî) “Woman, Life, Freedom”, in a way that that most of Kurdish cites of Iran like Marivan, 
Divandareh, Oshnavieh, Piranshahr, Mahabad, Goek Tepe, Mohammadyar, Dehgoaln, Bijar, 
Bukan, Baneh, Kamyaran, Ilam, Abdanan, Kermanshah, Ghorveh, Naghadeh, Urmia, Paveh, 
Rabat, Sardasht, Jawanrud, Salas Babajani, Shabad, Sahneh , Miandoab, Khoy, Tekab, Bolba-
nabad, Rawansar, Sarableh, Sarpol Zahab, Dehloran, Qasr-e- Shirin, Dareh  Shahr, Sarvabad, 
Muchesh, Murmuri (Ilam), Eslamabad-e Charb Gavareh (Dalahoo, Kermanshah) and so on 
went on strikes and demonstrations against the Islamic Republic of Iran and still are ongoing.
According to the “Human Rights Center of Iranian Kurdistan” until Tuesday, December 13, 

2022, as a result of three months of peaceful demonstrations that have led to violence by secu-
rity forces, at least 120 people, including 15 under 18 years old, one over 70 years old and five 
women have been shot or tortured and beaten to death in various Kurdish cities. Moreover, 
more than 5,000 other citizens were injured, most of whom do not visit hospitals because of 
fear of being arrested and killed under torture, so they just prefer to be cured at home if pos-
sible. Those in hospital are either in critical condition or under intensive supervision by the 
repressive forces. In this regard, four citizens named Reza Kazemi, 16 years old from Muchesh, 
Shorsh Niknam from Mahabad and Awat Qaderpour from Bukan died after several days due 
to their deep injuries, also Sardar Qaderi from Mahabad was brutally tortured and killed by the 
intelligence forces on Tuesday, November 29. Also, there are many concerns that many more 
people will die in hospitals in the incoming days as their healthiness is severely low because of 
injuries got by the repressive forces. On Thursday, December 8, two other citizens from Dehgo-
lan and Sardasht, Shadman Ahmadi and Shahryar Adli respectively, were killed under torture 
after being arrested by the security forces.
It is estimated that about 6,000 citizens have been arrested in Kurdistan by the various security 

agencies of the Islamic Republic and the repressive agencies. The “Human Rights Center of Ira-
nian Kurdistan” known as Chawnews could identify 1200 of them which at least 160 of them 
are females. Furthermore, 120 of the arrested are under the age of 18, mostly school children, 
230 are university students, 44 are school teachers and 180 are well-known Kurdish activist of 
civil, literary, linguistic, cultural and journalists.

120 people were killed, 
5,000 injured and 
6,000 arrested in Kurdistan
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Total statistics of demonstrators 
killed by security forces: 
No. Name From What 

happened?
Details Date

1 Mohsen 
Mohammadi

Divandarreh Was killed He was wounded by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations in the city of Divandar-
reh and died in a hospital in 
Sanandaj.

19-Sep-22

2 Faraidoon 
Mahmoudi

Saqez Was killed The repressive forces shot him 
during the demonstrations.

19-Sep-22

3 Reza Lutfi Dehgolan Was killed The repressive forces shot him 
during the demonstrations in 
Dehgolan.

19-Sep-22

4 Erfan 
Khazaei

kangavar Was killed The repressive forces shot him 
during the demonstrations.

19-Sep-22

5 Farjad 
Darwishi

Urumieh Was killed 23 years old, she was killed 
by repressive forces during 
demonstrations in Waliasr city of 
Urmia.

20-Sep-22

6 Zakaria  
Khayal

Piranshahr Was killed The repressive forces shot him 
during the demonstrations.

20-Sep-22

7 Minoo 
Majidi

sarpol-e 
zahab

Was killed 52 years old, killed by repressive 
forces during demonstrations in 
Kermanshah.

20-Sep-22

8 Reza 
Shahparnia

Kermanshah Was killed He was killed by a bullet and 
more than 200 bullets from 
the repressive forces during 
a demonstration in Khurram 
Street, Kermanshah.

20-Sep-22

9 Fouad 
Qadimi

Divandarreh Was killed He was seriously wounded by 
the repressive forces and died 
three days later in the Kawsar 
hospital in Sanandaj.

21-Sep-22

10 Danesh 
Rahnama

Urumieh Was killed A 25-year-old man from Ba-
loo village of Urmia province 
was shot dead by the repressive 
forces during demonstrations in 
the city.

21-Sep-22

11 Amin 
Ma'rafat

Oshnavieh Was killed 16 years old, killed by direct fire 
of the repressive forces during 
the demonstrations in Oshna-
vieh.

21-Sep-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

12 Milan 
Haqiqi

Oshnavieh Was killed 21 years old, killed by direct fire 
of the repressive forces during 
the demonstrations in Oshna-
vieh.

21-Sep-22

13 Sadraddin 
Letan

Oshnavieh Was killed 28 years old, killed by direct fire 
of the repressive forces during 
the demonstrations in Oshna-
vieh.

21-Sep-22

14 Abdullah 
Mahmood-
pour

Urmia Was killed The repressive forces shot a 
16-year-old resident of Baloo 
village of Urmia province during 
demonstrations in the city.

21-Sep-22

15 Mohsen 
Qaisari

Ilam Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

21-Sep-22

16 Amir Ali 
Fooladi

Eslama-
bad-e Gharb 
(Shāhābād)

Was killed The repressive forces shot the 
16-year-old during the demon-
strations.

21-Sep-22

17 Saeed 
Mohammadi

Eslama-
bad-e Gharb 
(Shāhābād)

Was killed 21 years old, was killed by direct 
fire from the repressive forces 
during the demonstrations.

21-Sep-22

18 Iman 
Mohammadi

Eslama-
bad-e Gharb 
(Shāhābād)

Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

21-Sep-22

19 Amir 
Hussein 
Basati

Kermanshah Was killed A 15-year-old student was killed 
by direct fire from the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

21-Sep-22

20 Mohammad 
Zarei

Sonqor Was killed During the demonstrations in 
Baqrabad, he was killed by di-
rect fire of the repressive forces 
in the district of Waramin.

21-Sep-22

21 Ali Reza 
Fathi

Sonqor Was killed 23 years old, he was killed by 
the direct fire of the repressive 
forces during the demonstrations 
in Alvand city of Qazvin.

21-Sep-22

22 Ruzbeh 
Khademian

Sonqor Was killed 32 years old, was killed by direct 
fire of the repressive forces dur-
ing the demonstrations in Fardis, 
Karaj.

21-Sep-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

23 Abdulsalam 
Qadir 
Galwan

Oshnavieh Was killed He was seriously wounded by 
a Kalashnikov bullet during 
the demonstrations in Oshna-
vieh and died five days later in 
Khomeini Hospital in Urmia.

26-Sep-22

24 Samad 
Bargi Nia

Piranshahr Was killed He was seriously wounded by 
a Kalashnikov bullet during the 
demonstrations in Piranshahr 
and died in Khomeini Hospital 
in Urmia a week later.

28-Sep-22

25 Mukhtar 
Ahmadi

Marivan Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

01-Oct-22

26 Nima 
Shafaq Dost

Salmas Was killed 16 years old, He was wounded 
by the direct fire of the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations in Urmia. His family 
treated him in the basement of 
his house because of fear of be-
ing arrested if go to the hospital. 
later, the regime found his place 
and arrested him, and then he 
died in a hospital.

05-Oct-22

27 Yahya 
Rahimi

Sanandaj Was killed He was shot at a close distance 
by government forces while sit-
ting in his car during the demon-
strations.

08-Oct-22

28 Mohammad 
Amini

Sanandaj Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

08-Oct-22

29 Dariush 
Alizadeh

Sanandaj Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

08-Oct-22

30 Payman 
Manbari

Sanandaj Was killed He is from Niyer village and 
lives in Sanandaj, He was killed 
by direct fire from the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

08-Oct-22

31 Arin 
Muridi

Salas-e 
Babajani 
County

Was killed He was initially wounded by 
direct fire from the repressive 
forces during the demonstrations 
and died the next day.

10-Oct-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

32 Ismail 
Dzwar

Saqez Was killed After being arrested during 
demonstrations on September 
28, he was taken to hospital on 
October 9 and died the next day. 
They killed him under torture 
and told his family that they 
must say it was an accident.

10-Oct-22

33 Sina 
Nadri

Kermanshah 
(Qalkhani)

Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

12-Oct-22

34 Armin 
Sayadi

Kermanshah 
(Qalkhani)

Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

12-Oct-22

35 Azizi 
Moradi

Sanandaj Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

12-Oct-22

36 Kamal 
Faqihi

Bukan Was killed He was on the roof of his broth-
er's house and was shot by the 
repressive forces during the 
demonstration.

12-Oct-22

37 Sayyid Alirza 
Hosseini

Kermanshah Was killed He was shot by special guards in 
Tehran.

19-Oct-22

38 Ramin 
Fatehi

Sanandaj Was killed He died under torture and his 
family was told he had commit-
ted suicide in prison.

21-Oct-22

39 Ramin 
Karami

sarpol-e 
zahab

Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstrations 
in Kermanshah and died a week 
later.

22-Oct-22

40 Ismail 
Mawludi

mahabad Was killed The 35-year-old was killed by 
direct fire from the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

26-Oct-22

41 Mohammad 
Shariati

Sanandaj Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

26-Oct-22

42 Afshin 
Asham

Qasr-e 
Shirin

Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during 
the demonstrations. They had 
demanded that his family pay 
250 million Iranian Rials for the 
body.

26-Oct-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

43 Ibrahim 
Mirzaei

Dehgolan Was killed He was killed by tear gas during 
demonstrations in Sanandaj. His 
death was announced a week 
later.

26-Oct-22

44 Cobra 
Sheikhah

Mahabad Was killed She was shot in the head by the 
repressive forces while burying 
Ismail Maloudis’s body.

27-Oct-22

45 Shaho 
Khazri

Mahabad Was killed He was shot in the head by the 
repressive forces while burying 
Ismail Maloudis’s body.

27-Oct-22

46 Zanyar 
Abubakri

Mahabad Was killed He was shot in the head by the 
repressive forces while burying 
Ismail Maloudis’s body.

27-Oct-22

47 Mutalib 
Saeedpiro

Baneh Was killed When he was leaving his house, 
a group of repressive forces 
approached him and shot him for 
no reason.

27-Oct-22

48 Faraidoon 
Faraji

Saqez Was killed He was killed by direct fire from 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations.

27-Oct-22

49 Frishta 
Ahmadi

Sardasht Was killed During the demonstrations in 
Mahabad, she was shot by the 
repressive forces at the door of a 
relative's guest.

27-Oct-22

50 Dr. Massoud 
Ahmadzadeh

Mahabad Was killed He was seriously injured during 
the demonstrations in Mahabad 
and died in hospital the next day. 
He was a dentist.

27-Oct-22

51 Sarina
 Saeedi

Sanandaj Was killed 16 years old, she was killed 
during the demonstrations by 
beatings, especially by batons of 
the repressive forces.

27-Oct-22

52 Dastan 
Rasul 
Mohammad 
Agha

Southern 
Kurdistan 
(Bashuri 
Kurdistan or 
Iraqi Kurd-
istan)

Was killed They came from South Kurdis-
tan to mourn the death of Mu-
talib Saeed Piro, who was shot 
dead by border guards and two 
others were injured.

28-Oct-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

53 Saman 
Qaderpour

Oshnavieh Was killed He was from Oshnavieh but 
living in Tehran, was arrested 
during the demonstrations, and 
died under severe torture by the 
repressive forces. His family 
was threatened not to say that 
he was killed by torture but by a 
heart attack.

29-Oct-22

54 Komar 
Daroftadeh

Piranshahr Was killed He was 16 years old when a car 
of the repressive forces ap-
proached him and shot him at a 
distance of one meter.

30-Oct-22

55 Moemen 
Zand Karimi

Sanandaj Was killed An 18-year-old resident of 
Machkay village of Dehgolan, 
Sanandaj, died after being seri-
ously wounded by the repressive 
forces and was buried in Mach-
kay.

02-Nov-22

56 Mohammad 
Amin 
Heshmatian

Sonqor Was killed A resident of Sahanlay village of 
Sunqur, Karaj, was shot dead by 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations in Karaj.

03-Nov-22

57 Nasrin 
Qaderi

Marivan Was killed She was a student from Marivan 
and lived in Tehran. After learn-
ing where Masli was and that 
She was a demonstration ac-
tivist, they attacked his house, 
where she lived alone, and beat 
him severely. She died the next 
day in a hospital in Tehran.

04-Nov-22

58 Faiq 
Mam Qaderi

Mahabad Was killed He was shot in his car by the 
repressive forces and died after 
25 days in a coma in hospital.

10-Nov-22

59 Arsalan 
Qasemi

Gilanegharb Was killed A resident of Gilangharb was 
shot dead by government forces 
when he wrote anti-government 
slogans on a wall in Taqusan 
Street in Kermanshah.

11-Nov-22

60 Saman 
Rahmani

Tekab Was killed He was arrested while writing 
slogans on the wall and died 
under torture. His family does 
not dare to announce it for fear 
of the regime's threats.

13-Nov-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

61 Issa 
Biglari

Sanandaj Was killed He is married and has two chil-
dren. He was shot by the re-
pressive forces. The repressive 
forces didn’t allow their family 
to get his dead body from the 
hospital, but people took it by 
the way.

15-Nov-22

62 Fouad
Mohammadi

Kamyaran Was killed He is married and has two chil-
dren. He was shot by the repres-
sive forces and buried under 
their threat.

15-Nov-22

63 Zanyar 
Allah Moradi

Sanandaj Was killed He was shot and dead after with 
more than a hundred bullet in his 
body.

15-Nov-22

64 Saman 
Qadir Beg

Bukan Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces. His family was told 
that he had committed suicide.

15-Nov-22

65 Burhan 
Karami

Kamyaran Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

16-Nov-22

66 Salar 
Majawar

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions. He was a construction 
expert.

16-Nov-22

67 Asa'ad 
Rahimi

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

16-Nov-22

68 Farhad 
Khosravi

Mahidasht Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

16-Nov-22

69 Mohammad 
Hassanzadeh

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

16-Nov-22

70 Daniel 
Pabandi

Saqez Was killed 17 years old, was shot by repres-
sive forces during demonstra-
tions.

16-Nov-22

71 Ghafoor 
Mawludi

Divandarreh Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

72 Hamid 
Guli

Sanandaj Was killed He was killed by repressive 
forces using botons beaten him 
to death during demonstrations 
in Tehran.

17-Nov-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

73 Shaho 
Bahmani

Sanandaj Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

74 Aram 
Habibi

Saqez Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

75 Abdulrahman 
Bakhtiari

Saqez Was killed A retired school teacher was 
shot by repressive forces during 
demonstrations.

17-Nov-22

76 Amjad 
Enayati

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

77 Hiwa 
Jan Jan

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

78 Hazhar 
Mam 
Khosravi

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

79 Azad 
Hosseinpour

Mahabad Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

17-Nov-22

80 Mustafa 
Shabani

Bukan Was killed He was mentally ill and was shot 
by the repressive forces during 
the demonstrations.

17-Nov-22

81 Omid 
Hassani

Sanandaj Was killed He was arrested during demon-
strations and tortured to death.

17-Nov-22

82 Milad Ma-
roofi

Bukan Was killed He was shot and wounded by 
the repressive forces during the 
demonstrations and later died.

19-Nov-22

83 Mohammad 
Ahmadi 
Gagash

Mahabad Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22

84 Sayed Kamal 
Ahmadpour

Mahabad Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions. He is married with two 
children.

19-Nov-22

85 Shahryar 
Mohammadi

Bukan Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

86 Saadi 
Shahrokhi 
Far

Bukan Was killed He had gone out to buy house-
hold items and was shot, beaten 
and tortured and they gave his 
dead body to his family four 
days later.

19-Nov-22

87 Amir 
Farasati Shad

Piranshahr Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22

88 Mehran 
Rahmani

Mahabad Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22

89 Fuad 
Suwari

Divandarreh Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22

90 Habibullah 
Fathi

Divandarreh Was killed He was shot by the repressive 
forces during the demonstra-
tions.

19-Nov-22

91 Reza 
Kazemi

Kamyaran Was killed 16 years old, was wounded by 
direct fire of the repressive forc-
es and died in hospital five days 
later.

19-Nov-22

92 Hossein 
Abdpana

Sanandaj Was killed 70 years old, was shot by repres-
sive forces during demonstra-
tions in Maskan Mehr in Baha-
ran city of Sanandaj.

19-Nov-22

93 Irfan 
Kakaei

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22

94 Tahir 
Azizi

Piranshahr Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22

95 Karwan 
Qadir Shukri

Piranshahr Was killed 16 years old, was shot dead by 
repressive forces during demon-
strations. He was killed the next 
day after being wounded.

20-Nov-22

96 Jalal 
Qurbani 
(Kutal)

Piranshahr Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22

97 Mohsen 
Niazi

Dehgolan Was killed 23 years old, was shot dead by 
repressive forces during demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

98 Tahsin 
Miri

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22

99 Sulaiman 
Shukri

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

20-Nov-22

100 Jawhar 
Fatahi

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

101 Massoud 
Taymouri

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

102 Jamal 
Azami

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

103 Ismail 
Gul Amber

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

104 Bahaaddin 
Waisi

Javanrud Was killed 16 years old, was shot dead by 
repressive forces during demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

105 Kurosh 
Pazhekh

sarpol-e 
zahab

Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

106 Hissam 
Hosseini

Javanrud Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

21-Nov-22

107 Rebaz 
Salihi Wand

Mahabad Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the demon-
strations.

22-Nov-22

108 Jabar 
Farqizadeh

Marivan Was killed He was shot dead by border 
forces in his village for no rea-
son.

24-Nov-22

109 Shamal 
Khadiripour

Mahabad Was killed He was wounded by direct fire 
from the repressive forces and 
died in hospital six days later.

24-Nov-22

110 Hemn 
Aman

Bukan Was killed He was arrested and tortured to 
death eight days after his arrest.

26-Nov-22

111 Shorsh 
Niknam

Mahabad Was killed He was wounded by direct fire 
from the repressive forces and 
died in hospital 10 days later.

27-Nov-22
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No. Name From What 
happened?

Details Date

112 Ibrahim 
Sharifi

Bukan Was killed He died seven days later after 
being wounded by the repressive 
forces.

29-Nov-22

113 Sardar 
Qaderi

Mahabad Was killed The 36-year-old was killed 
under torture and demanded 200 
million Iranian Rials ($100,000) 
to return his dead body.

29-Nov-22

114 Ehsan 
Qasemi Far

kangavar Was killed He was shot dead by repressive 
forces in Tehran after the Iranian 
football team lost to the United 
States.

30-Nov-22

115 Awat 
Qadirpour

Bukan Was killed He died a few days later after 
being wounded by the repressive 
forces.

30-Nov-22

116 Farzin 
Ma'rofi

Mahabad Was killed He was shot dead by repressive 
forces in Tehran after the Iranian 
football team lost to the United 
States

30-Nov-22

117 Spahr 
Azemi

Sahneh Was killed He was shot dead by the repres-
sive forces during the funeral of 
Hadis Najafi in Karaj.

06-Dec-22

118 Hooman 
Abdullahi

Sanandaj Was killed He was shot dead by repressive 
forces during demonstrations in 
Hasanawa, Sanandaj.

06-Dec-22

119 Shadman 
Ahmadi

Dehgolan Was killed He was arrested during the 
demonstrations in Dehgolann 
and killed after several hours of 
torture.

07-Dec-22

120 Shahryar 
Adeli

Sardasht Was killed After the Iranian football team 
lost to the United States, he 
started to show his happiness 
and satisfaction from the lost 
during which he was arrested by 
repressive forces and finally was 
killed under tortures.

08.Dec-22
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After October 26 and the 
40th anniversary of Jina death ... 
The demonstrations began a new phase and people resumed demonstrations and strikes 

with enthusiasm and hope for freedom and an end to oppression and dictatorship. The re-
pressive forces began to crack down more brutally than ever before, killing and wounding 
dozens of people with direct fire, in addition to blackmailing people, randomly arresting 
people and kidnapping civil activists.
Meanwhile, the disciplinary forces and armed forces of the Islamic Republic, especially the 

Special Guard, Basij and the Revolutionary Guards (Hamza Seyed al-Shuhada headquarters 
headed by Sardar Mohammad Taqi Osanloo, which was established in the early 1980s and is 
based in Urmia, this force operates in Sanandaj under the name of “Baytolmoqadas Kurdis-
tan” and among the well-known forces under its control we can mention the Special Army of 
Hamza 3rd and the Army of Baytolmoqadas 22nd), also based on local people reports there 
were some among them who spoke Arabic. By the way, they have attacked the homes and 
lives of ordinary people in the most inhuman and ruthless manner by shooting directly at 
the doors and windows of houses, attacking rooms of houses, breaking doors and insulting 
women and girls, arresting and killing people, destruction of household goods, destruction 
of people’s lives, breaking and distorting houses, cars and equipment of people’s lives, steal-
ing money and looting gold and valuables, kidnapping of men and women, parents, brothers 
and sisters, etc. They have created a deep catastrophe. 
In addition to shotguns, the forces used various weapons such as Kalashnikovs, BKCs, ma-

chine guns and pistols and opened fire directly on people (4 Figures q). 
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Some of them have returned to repress the people in Kurdistan cities and have also used the 
experience of the group of army commanders who were in the Syrian war and brought them 
to the field of killing people. Our sources in Bokan have told us that an army force called 
Nakhsa (Khudjush Sepah-e-Islam) with experience in fighting in Syria has been brought in 
to ruthlessly suppress the people.
The Human Rights Center of Iranian Kurdistan “Chawnews” believes that the repressive 

forces have deliberately violated human rights in general, children and women in order to 
instil fear and anxiety in the hearts of people and intimidate them Insults, beatings, assaults 
on women in prisons, intimidation of students, arrests, torture, threats and expulsions are all 
examples of the brutality of a government that does not respect any of the principles of inter-
national laws and human rights. It uses all prohibited means to suppress demonstrators, and 
does not respect freedom of demonstration and expression, and deliberately harasses people.
After announcing a general strike by local activists and personalities throughout Iran, shops 

and markets were closed in most Iranian provinces on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 5, 
6, 7 December, but in Kurdistan more seriously in general all cities once again went on strike, 
thus beginning another phase of the uprising against the Tehran regime, while another wave 
of inhuman violence against the people by the government forces has begun.
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Some examples of crimes committed by the forces of 
the Islamic Republic against the Kurdish people dur-
ing the strikes and demonstrations:

Sanandaj: 
On October 26, a 15-year-old student named Sarina Saee-

di from Sanandaj died in the Tohid hospital a day after 
being brutally beaten with batons by the repressive forces 
during the demonstrations in the city.
 

Piranshahr:
On October 29, 16-year-old Komar Daroftadeh was killed 

when a black Peugeot car approached him and opened the 
windshield and shot him from a distance of one meter.
 

Two men over the age of 50 (have been temporarily released on bail) and a 30-year-old 
man have been raped by the repressive forces and their health condition is very unstable 
(protected by the Human Rights Center of Iranian Kurdistan. This report is just from two 
cities of Bukan and Piranshahr. Anywhere in the world, especially in Kurdish society, with 
the cultural characteristics and authenticity of Kurdish character, it is impossible to reveal 
and acknowledge this act, those who are still alive and were rapped are not willing to talk 
about it).

Dehgolan:
On Wednesday November 9, a 16-year-old student named 

Hasti Hossein Panahi from Dehgolan was summoned by 
the city’s education department and threatened for tear-
ing pictures of Khamenei and Khomeini. They asked her 
to play a spy role to help them and report her anti-gov-
ernment students for tearing pictures of Khamenei and 
Khomeini. They arrest her and torture her. When Hasti left 
the department, she had to get into a car to return home, 
but on the way, she threw herself out of the car for fear of 
being arrested and tortured and tried to commit suicide. 
Now this student’s general health condition is terrible and 
is currently under intensive care in a hospital in Sanandaj.
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 Bukan:
The Human Rights Center of Iranian Kurdistan has 

received the identities of at least two female citizens 
who were raped when they were arrested, one of whom 
committed suicide after her release. Reliable sources in 
a prison in Urmia province who send information and 
news to our Human Rights Center of Iranian Kurdis-
tan and whose reports have previously been reliable told 
us that at least 150 women have been brought to the 
prison on charges such as counter-revolution (mullahs 
revolution 43 years ago), activities against the regime, 
relations with Kurdish parties and countries opposed to 
Iran, disrupting the peace of the country, fabricating lies 
and slander, disrespecting the supreme leader of the re-
gime, etc. “They (prison forces) give the women sleeping 
pills at 8 pm and God knows what they will do to them 
later,” the source, whose audio file is preserved, told us. 
The source said that they have often stripped their daughters naked and told them that this 
is freedom, do you need it?
Or in another audio file we realized that a 22-year-old girl after being raped committed sui-

cide after being released from prison. In Bukan, another girl named Soraya Qaderi, daughter 
of Khaliq and Kulsum, confessed by a relative to being raped. She has told her relative that 
the one who raped her was speaking in Arabic! She committed suicide after her release.
Obituary notice of Soraya Qaderi
According to our information, a young boy was raped in prison despite severe torture.
Meanwhile, during the demonstrations, the repressive forces did not even spare people 

with mental illnesses and killed a man named Mustafa Shabani from Bukan on Thursday, 
November 17, and arrested his brother named Kaml Shabani (2 Figures q).
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In most Kurdish cities, several citizens who were shot 
with shotguns have been blinded in one or both eyes. 
Some of them whom identified:

Firooz Mirani is from - Paveh (2 Figures p)

Farshid Zarei from - Tekab

Nechirvan Maroofi - Saqez (2 Figures p)

Ali Mohammad Rezaei 
from Abdanan

Parsa Sahat - SaqezParsa Ghobadi - Kermanshah (2 Figures p)
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Kurdistan after the strikes
During the Kurdistan strikes, which at least have been held 9 times in 38 cities of Kurdistan 

of Iran, shops and markets have been closed for more than 25 days in most Kurdish cities to 
protest Islamic republic of Iran in a very civilized and peaceful way. But the government and 
repressive forces sealed their shops and caused heavy physical and spiritual damage to the 
people (3 Figures q). 

Dozens of people have also 
been arrested, beaten and 
tortured simply because they 
closed their shops.

Iranian (Islamic republic) armed forces have attacked at least 300 homes in the cities of 
Piranshahr (Konekhane area, around Awraz and Sardasht square), Mahabad (Shilanan, be-
hind Madrassa area, Haiwanan Square, Manba), and Bukan (Kultapa, Mirava, Majburawa 
area) , Javanrud most neighbourhoods and Sanandaj (Shahrak Baharan, 17 Shahrivar, Haji-
awa). (18 Figures q) 
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In Bukan, the government in the speakers of masques 
officially declared a martial situation and curfew 9 pm 
to 9 am. In Sanandaj, the repressive forces broke the 
door of a house and beat and insulted the family, even 
the young mother (daughter-in-law of family) who was 
breastfeeding her several-month-old child. (Figure u)

In the cities mentioned above, people now need blood, medicine, and medical supplies but 
they are not available because the repressive forces have seized all prisons and hospitals and 
prevent people from buying medicine because they know it is for the wounded protesters of 
demonstrations (Figures below q and next page u). 
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We have received verified reports from the local people that the government forces are 
searching the garbage buckets of households to see if they contain medicine and bandages 
for the wounded! To find out if there were any wounded in the house, they could arrest him 
and take him away. 
It is worth mentioning that a hospital doctor named Dr. Shorsh Haidari has been kidnapped 

and disappeared since 19 September for helping the wounded. The morgues in these cities 
are said to contain the bodies of dozens of people killed in the demonstrations, which the 
government has not yet recognized.
In general, we can say that the state and security forces such as the Ministry of Interior, 

the Supreme Internal Security Council, the provincial security councils, the security forces, 
the Revolutionary Guards, the Basij, the Ministry of Intelligence, other plainclothes forces 
and the judiciary committed crimes against humanity. These tragedies include killings and 
injuries with weapons, hard tools such as knives, batons, etc., kidnappings and enforced dis-
appearances, torture, rape of women and men, illegal detention without a judicial sentence. 
These forces have used weapons and equipments that endanger the right to life of the pro-
testers and committed dozens of crimes.
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The sentences of some of the citizens who were 
arrested or charged during the uprising:
Saman Sayyidi (Yasin), a rap artist and singer from Ker-

manshah who lives in Tehran, was sentenced to death af-
ter being arrested on charges of Moharebeh “war against 
God”.
 

Parham Parvari, a structural engineer and swimming 
champion from Saqez, has been sentenced to death on 
charges of Moharebeh “war against God” by the Revo-
lutionary Court for participating in demonstrations in 
Tehran.

 
Rozin Yousefzadeh, a civil activist from Mahabad, was 

sentenced to 15 years in prison by the Tehran Revolu-
tionary Court by Qazi (Judge) Mazloumi for participat-
ing in demonstrations and carrying a placard.
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A student of Tehran’s Shamsipour Technical University, 
Pouria Nahvi son of Abutalib, from Marivan, was sen-
tenced to five years in prison by the Tehran Revolution-
ary Court Branch 15 presided over by Judge Salavati on 
charges of attempting against national security.
 

Mohammad Javahery, a master’s student at Tehran Uni-
versity of Social Sciences, from Sardasht, was sentenced 
to three years and seven months in prison by the Revo-
lutionary Court on charges of inciting people to demon-
strate. The unjust sentence led to his father beating his 
son with a stroke due to pressure from the intelligence 
agencies and torture. After a month in hospital, he has 
lost his speech and one side of his body paralyzed.
 

to be continued
Source: 

“Chawnews”
Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights Center
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